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ABSTRACT 
Electronic Portal Imaging Devices (EPID) are used for the assessment of the geometric accuracy1, 2 during the radiation 
therapy process. EPID is also used like a major detector to test performances of the linear accelerator used for the 
treatment. Therefore, the quality control of portal images3, 4, 5, 6, 7 is essential for this task. 
Software tools8 that are capable to perform an automatic quality control of EPID images in terms of spatial resolution, 
low level contrast, geometric distortion linearity, pixel size… are presented in this paper. Furthermore, a general concept 
of numerical 3D modeled Digital Test Objects9 (DTO) in order to produce EPID images is also presented. These DTOs 
are aimed to reproduce the composition and the geometry of physical objects as well as their acquisition procedure.   
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1. DESCRIPTION OF PURPOSE 
The purpose of our work is to make the process of EPID images quality control faster, more precise and more complete. 
Therefore, the software tools QUALIMAGIQ-EPID8, 10 that are capable to perform an automatic analysis are being 
developed. In order to evaluate the performances of this software, a new method using digital phantoms (DTO) has been 
proposed. These DTOs allow reproducing the exact geometry and physical compositions of the main physical test 
objects available on the market, especially those used for the EPID quality control. 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS   
The physical test object proposed by PTW11 is used for EPID images quality control. This phantom covers all essential 
quality parameters in one image. It allows evaluating geometric distortions, spatial resolution, contrast, signal linearity 
and uniformity. The EPID-PTW phantom is composed from different metal inserts (aluminum or copper) arranged on a 
plastic matrix. 
A more simplified physical test object is used for the geometrical controls. It is composed from a 5mm diameter radio-
opaque ball (Tungsten Carbide) fixed on the couch or on the gantry. It allows evaluating the shift errors of the portal 
imaging device during its vertical movement and gantry rotation. 
Moreover, a pewter square metallic frame with 150mm side lengths is used to control pixel length and EPID’s sensible 
source-surface distance. 
For the quality control of the images, the first step of the control process is the image registration that allows to find the 
position and orientation of the real (physical) phantom. Several regions of interest of different shapes with specific 
  
positions and sizes are automatically detected in the images in order to acquire the measurements (mean and standard 
deviations). All parameters are then automatically evaluated and controlled. 
To perform a geometric quality control, our algorithm uses a convolution method in order to detect automatically the ball 
position with respect to the flat panel detector. Positions for different images are finally compared. 
For pixel length evaluation, metallic frames on the images are automatically detected and the lengths of each size are 
calculated and compared with the real lengths of the phantom. 
Beam lengths are finally detected and compared with real values précised by the user. 
These different algorithms are controlled by using digital phantoms. The purpose of this work is to generate 3D objects 
which simulate the physics of the acquisition and the geometry of the phantom. The acquisition process simulation 
consists of modeling a source point and a flat panel sensor. Different shapes (spheres, boxes, cylinders and rings) 
representing physical objects are simulated. The size and the linear absorption coefficient of each object is précised by 
the user.  
 
Fig. 1. A three-dimensional numerical simulation of the acquisition process. Source and sensor are shown, as well as 
different shapes (boxes, cylinder and a sphere). 
2D portal images are finally produced in DICOM format. Many parameters interfere in order to calculate final pixels 
intensities: rays-objects intersection, object’s linear absorption coefficient and the inverse square law… 
  
 
Fig.  2. Generate 2D DICOM image by using the above 3D scene. 
Knowing the exact geometry and physical composition of these DTOs, an automatic quality control using our algorithms 
is then applied, and all parameters are evaluated.  The introduced parameters are then compared with the estimated ones 
in order to assess the accuracy of the algorithms. 
3. RESULTS 
Software tools for the automatic analysis of the EPID images are approved to be important tools which are easy to use 
and which perform an automatic quality control at reduced time and improved control precision. 
Digital phantoms with various calibrated geometric and physical properties have been generated and controlled. Results 
issued from the application of our algorithms showed high level of precisions. The possibility of generating DTOs with 
different characteristic allows determining the effect of each characteristic on every controlled parameter as well as 
testing the limits of these algorithms.  
4. BREAKTHROUGH WORK 
Software tools that are capable to perform an automatic analysis of EPID images are being developed. All parameters are 
evaluated automatically without user interference. 
Furthermore, the technique of generating digital phantoms proves to be an important technique allowing the evaluation 
of these software tools in medical imaging. These DTOs can also be used to design and simulate new physical test 
objects and to evaluate their performance and objectives. 
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